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Statement of Competence and Voting Rights submitted by the European Union and its Member States

Procedure of the Session

1. Adoption of the Agenda and Timetable: for decision (CL 161/1; CL 161/INF/1; CL 161/INF/3)
   MS competence - MS vote

2. Election of three Vice-Chairpersons, and Designation of the Chairperson and Members of the Drafting Committee: for decision
   MS competence - MS vote

Programme of Work and Budget

3. Medium Term Plan 2018-21 (Reviewed) and Programme of Work and Budget 2020-21: for discussion and decision (C 2019/3)
   Shared competence - MS vote

   Shared competence - MS vote

Reports of the Committees of the Council

5. Report of the Joint Meeting of the 126th Session of the Programme Committee and 175th Session of the Finance Committee (March 2019): for discussion and decision (CL 161/5)
   Shared competence - MS vote

6. Report of the 126th Session of the Programme Committee (18-22 March 2019): for discussion and decision (CL 161/3)
   Shared competence - MS vote
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7. Reports of the 174th (6 February 2019) and 175th (18-22 March 2019) Sessions of the Finance Committee: for discussion and decision (CL 161/4; CL 161/8)
   7.1 Status of Contributions and Arrears (CL 161/LIM/2)
       MS competence - MS vote
   7.2 Scale of Contributions 2020-21
       MS competence - MS vote

8. Report of the 108th Session of the Committee on Constitutional and Legal Matters (11-12 March 2019): for discussion and decision (CL 161/2)
       Shared competence - MS vote

Other Matters

9. Address by Candidates for the Post of Director-General: for information (CL 161/7; C 2019/7)
       MS competence - MS vote

10. Arrangements for the 41st Session of the Conference (including Provisional Timetable) – Recommendations to the Conference: for discussion and decision (CL 161/6)
       MS competence - MS vote

11. Status of Implementation of Decisions taken at the 160th Session of the Council (3-7 December 2018): for discussion and/or decision (CL 161/LIM/3)
       Shared competence - MS vote

12. Developments in Fora of Importance for the Mandate of FAO: for information (CL 161/INF/4)

13. Calendar of FAO Governing Bodies and other Main Sessions 2019-20: for information and/or decision (CL 161/LIM/1)
       MS competence - MS vote

14. Provisional Agenda for the 162nd Session of the Council (1 July 2019): for discussion and/or decision (CL 161/INF/2)
       MS competence - MS vote

15. Any Other Matters*
   15.1 Amendments to the World Food Programme (WFP) General Rules and Financial Regulations: for information (CL 161/INF/6)

* Depending on the subject